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Abstract: The way humans approach food systems not only affects our survival but
also creates or destroys futures for humans and nonhuman species alike. Rooted in a
rights-based approach, food as a commons offers an important and robust economic
alternative to food as a commodity. The commons literature also struggles with anthropocentrism, however, particularly the recognized analytical frameworks used by
scholars that classify nonhuman nature as inputs. How can user research tools support
communities to create a more-than-human food commons that treats nonhuman nature as equal actants? This paper responds to this question by adapting two user research tools to support a community to create the building blocks of a food commons
with nonhuman nature as equal actants. These user research tools are tested in a
workshop with commons scholars to assess how well they support more-than-human
thinking against recognized commons analytical frameworks.
Keywords: commons; more-than-human design; pluriversal design; user research

1. Introduction
The way humans approach food systems not only affects our survival but also creates or destroys futures for humans and nonhuman species alike. Rooted in a rights-based approach,
food as a commons offers an important and robust economic alternative to Law’s “oneworld world” (OWW) (Law, 2015), where food is a commodity accessible based on purchasing power. The robust frameworks in the commons literature face two challenges in supporting the “sustainment of everything of biophysical interdependence” (Fry, 2003, p. 378). First,
the frameworks in the commons literature are scholarly, analytical tools, intended for analysis of extant commons by academics. Second, these frameworks maintain a division between
human and nonhuman nature, labelling nonhuman nature as “resources” or “units” (Figure
1). This paper addresses these two challenges by initiating a “generative turn” in the commons field, asking how these frameworks can be transformed to support communities to
create or grow commons instead of supporting academics to analyze existing commons.
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This paper specifically explores how to transform the Socio-Ecological Systems (SES) framework (McGinnis & Ostrom, 2014) from the commons literature into accessible tools that support commons creation. The SES framework is a product of decades of inductive research,
similar to the design principles for managing a commons that are better known in design research. The SES framework documents the variables present in successful commons. Instead
of placing this framework in front of a community, how can design research support a community to construct a commons that addresses these important variables? Drawing on user
research tools as a starting point and incorporating pluriversal design critique of the commons literature into this process, this paper asks: How can user research tools support communities to create a more-than-human food commons?
This paper answers these questions by reviewing: more-than-human food commons theory
and practice, the Socio-Ecological Systems (SES) framework and its variables, and the two
user research tools selected and adapted to support commons creation. These tools are
tested in a workshop with commons scholars prior to use with a real community to assess
how well these tools support a community to create a commons that addresses the SES
framework variables.

2. Designing food as a more-than-human commons
Designing food as a more-than-human commons demands layering two frames together: an
economic frame (commons) and an ontological frame (more-than-human). These terms will
be defined within the scope of this paper.

2.1 Food as a commons
As Esteva states concisely, “Commoning, the commons movement, is not an alternative
economy but an alternative to the economy” (Esteva, 2014, p. i149). What is this alternative? Commons are both a shared resource and the governance strategies used by a collective of people to manage that shared resource. Food commons scholar Vivero-Pol offers a
definition for the mainstream audience:
“It’s a collective way of managing a resource. So you have a resource, you have a community that is managing that resource and you have the governance. The governing
mechanism is doing things together and doing things together is commoning. The resource is essential for the entire community. Everybody should have a stake in the
management of that resource.” (Schweizer, 2021)

Commons like irrigation systems and mountain pastures have been part of human civilization for millennia. Formal commons scholarship in the Global North originated in the 1970s
and took off after the publication of Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions
for Collective Action in 1990 (Ostrom, 1990). In recent decades, scholars have expanded research into the digital commons such as Wikipedia and Linux (Benkler, 2006), and the peerto-peer commons supported by open source digital fabrication for products such as farm
tools and prosthetics (Bauwens et al., 2019, p. 40). While early scholarship focused on commons as a resource, modern scholarship and definitions recognize that the social practice of
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commoning is an indivisible feature of commons (Linebaugh, 2008, p. 279; De Angelis, 2017,
p. 11; Bollier & Helfrich, 2019).
What is a food commons? Following Vivero-Pol’s definition, a food commons treats food as a
shared resource that is best managed by communities rather than private markets or states.
These institutional arrangements recognize not only that food commodification through private markets continues to fail but also that states lack “god-like powers to know what each
individual should be ordered to do in order for the common good to emerge” (De Schutter et
al., 2019, p. 379).
Scholarly interest in food commons is recent. Vivero-Pol’s systematic review of food commons in the scholarly literature found only 179 papers on this topic since 1900, almost entirely produced since 2008 (Vivero-Pol, 2017). This trend is echoed in the design literature.
For example, there are no papers across all volumes of the International Journal of Food Design that contain the root word “common” in the title. In the commons field, interest has
grown since the publication of the Routledge Handbook of Food as a Commons in 2018
(Vivero-Pol et al., 2019). The International Association for the Study of the Commons describes food commons as a “new field” for its 2021 Food Commons in Europe and Beyond
conference (n.d.). While scholarly interest is new, Vivero-Pol reminds us that food commons
are really a “new old commons” (Vivero-Pol, 2019), an ancient conceptualization of food that
scholars and activists are excavating anew to address the multiple crises created by a neoliberal capitalist OWW.
Food “commonification” first requires decommodifying food, moving towards food as a human right necessary to human flourishing (OHCHR, n.d.). According to a 2020 annual report
by the United Nations (FAO et al., 2020), a quarter of the world experience severe or moderate food insecurity (p. 15), and healthy diets are financially unaffordable to nearly half of the
world (p. 8). In short, the capitalist mantra of allocative efficiency is failing billions of people
every year, not to speak of the ecological consequences of modern agriculture. Food commonification also means meeting human needs by treating food as a shared resource to be
governed by communities to meet their needs as they define them. This autonomy over how
food is produced and shared intersects with discussions about food sovereignty, food justice,
and food citizenship (Rossi et al., 2021).
The commons field is attracting growing interest from design researchers. Most design research engaging with the commons literature has drawn on the eight design principles for
managing a commons (Ostrom, 1990, p. 90) because these design principles clearly intersect
with codesign and participatory design approaches (Baibarac et al., 2021; Botero et al., 2020;
Galabo & Sacks, 2021; Marttila et al., 2014). Another emerging area of design research that
explores commoning is through the lens of infrastructuring (Lyle et al., 2018) and institutioning (Cibin et al., 2019; Teli et al., 2018).
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2.2 More-than-human design theory
“More-than-human” in this paper describes an array of theory and practice that considers
how nonhuman actants have ontological agency, rather than only representation. An example of this difference between agency and representation is “trees as infrastructure” (McLain
et al., 2012; Dark Matter Labs, 2020), which represents trees in urban ecosystems in terms of
their value to humans but does not consider how to listen to or respond to what trees may
want beyond their value to humans.
In this paper, more-than-human means theory and practice focuses on the ways nonhuman
nature is regarded as ontological equals to humans. Maller defines more-than-human thinking as:
“…the idea is to try to see beyond human rationality, dissolve binary or oppositional
categories that elevate ‘people’ above ‘nature’, and recognise the agencies, and dependencies, of a range of living and non-living non-human actors including plants, animals and ecosystems.” (Maller, 2021, p. 4)

This entanglement between human and nonhuman agency is articulated by scholars in other
terms. Galloway refers to more-than-human as a method to ask us to, “think with the world
and not for the world” (Galloway, 2017, p. 475). Haraway and Puig de la Bellacasa refer to
naturecultures as a, “cosmology that affirms the breaking down of boundaries of the technological and the organic as well as the animal and the human” (Haraway, 2003; Puig de la Bellacasa, 2010, p. 157). Blaser and de la Cadena propose “uncommons” to recognize the many
worlds, or pluriverse (Escobar, 2018), within the commons: “commoning comes at the cost
of subordinating one set of practices to the other through ‘same-ing’ – that is, an equivalence is proclaimed (and accepted) where a divergence is actually operative” (Blaser & de la
Cadena, 2017, p. 190).
More-than-human theory also includes inorganic nonhumans, such as internet of things (IoT)
objects. For example, Coulton and Lindley (2019) use speculative design and Akmal and Coulton (2019) use game design to build ontologically flat worlds where the desires of IoT objects
are as important as human desires. Hook (2019) uses speculative design and experiential design to create immersive experiences from an equine point of view, effectively using technology as a mediator between the human and nonhuman. This approach also draws on animalcomputer interaction’s (ACI) aim of, “enabling them [animals] to participate in the design
process as legitimate stakeholders and contributors (Mancini et al., 2017, p. 130). The focus
of this paper is first how to prompt more-than-human thinking about nonhuman nature,
which may be mediated through technology.

2.3 More-than-human practice
While there is a reasonable body of literature about more-than-human design theory, literature about more-than-human design practice, where this paper focuses, is nascent. Veselova
and Gaziulusoy have been developing a more-than-human stakeholder typology that could
be deployed in future projects (Veselova & Gaziulusoy, 2019, 2021). Baron is developing the
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Design for Conservation toolkit explicitly from a design research lens (Baron, n.d.). Vink et al.
(2021) conduct a series of practical design experiments to explore “relational ontologies”
(Escobar, 2016, p. 14) between human members of a healthcare community, though these
design tools could be adapted for more-than-human thinking.
Narrowing down to the practice of more-than-human commons yields few papers, though
there are several known projects in development without citable outputs, e.g., Harmony
with Nature (n.d.) and Cross Cultural Bridges (n.d.). The most notable works are Bresnihan’s
ethnographic research with Irish lobster communities (Bresnihan, 2015), Cibin et al.’s action
research with several European communities creating community radio stations (Cibin et al.,
2021), and Heitlinger et al.’s design fiction and live action role play (LARP) with London urban farmers to develop a speculative more-than-human blockchain (Heitlinger et al., 2021).
Participants in the PDC 2020 “Commoning in design and designing commons” workshop (Botero et al., 2020) produced a pluriversal card deck (PDC 2020). These papers and outputs
contribute towards developing more-than-human design practice that could be further
tested and adapted. The inclusion of “relational commons” as a theme for PDC 2022 (n.d.)
indicates that there may well be growing design research interest in the more-than-human
commons.

3. Making the generative turn
Moving from analysis of extant commons to design and creation of commons-to-be marks
what might be called a “generative turn” in the commons field. This generative turn requires
translating and transforming the theories and frameworks from the commons field into tools
and infrastructure that communities can use. Designing a more-than-human commons adds
another layer to this generative turn, requiring “more-than-human thinking” (Maller, 2021)
or “thinking-feeling with the Earth” (Escobar, 2016). The generative turn taken in this paper
entailed the translation and transformation of a respected analytical framework from the
commons literature into a generative infrastructure based on user research methods.

3.1 Socio-Ecological Systems (SES) framework
The commons literature offers several robust analytical frameworks to analyze an extant
commons. In making this generative turn, this research asks how these frameworks can be
transformed abductively for creating or designing a commons. The framework selected for
this user research is the Socio-Ecological Systems (SES) framework (Ostrom, 2009; McGinnis
& Ostrom, 2014) in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Socio-Ecological Systems (SES) framework (McGinnis & Ostrom, 2014). The four main variables are Resource Systems (e.g. lawns), Resource Units (e.g. bees), Governance Systems (e.g.
group policies), and Actors (e.g. neighborhood residents). These four variables interact in
Focal Action Situations (e.g. maintaining lawn, harvesting food).

The SES framework represents Vivero-Pol’s explanation of a commons. The resource is represented as Resource Systems (e.g. lawns) and Resource Units (e.g. bees). The community is
represented as Actors (e.g. neighborhood residents), and the governance is represented as
Governance Systems (e.g. group policies). The center, Focal Action Situations, represents the
many scenarios in which these four variables interact. For example, how will the community
make policies on what food to grow? How will the community know if these policies conflict
with the needs of nonhuman actors like bees, and what will the community do about it?

3.2 User research tools
While scholars primarily use the SES framework as a diagnostic tool, the SES framework contains similar building blocks as business planning tools, such as the popular Business Model
Canvas (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). Viewed through a generative lens, a community
could use the SES framework to think through who its stakeholders are (Actors), what material and natural resources will be required (Resource Systems and Resource Units), what policies to put in place (Governance Systems), and how to manage the most likely conflicts (Focal Action Situations). An additional question of this research is how a community creates a
more-than-human commons. In Figure 1, only Actors “set conditions” for Governance Systems. In a more-than-human commons, the Resource Units and Resource Systems would
also set conditions for Governance Systems.
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The research method question becomes: What tools are helpful for designing a more-thanhuman food commons? To answer this research method question, this research considered
what tools would help answer these thematic questions posed by several scholars (Galloway, 2017, p. 475; Maller, 2021, p. 5):
1. Who speaks for or represents nonhuman nature?
2. How do we listen to nonhuman nature?
3. How do we act with nonhuman nature?
The two tools selected for the workshop experiment are the user persona and the user journey map, both of which are frequently cited in both industry-oriented and scholarly works
on design research, particularly service design and interaction design (Hanington & Martin,
2017; Koskinen et al., 2011; Stickdorn et al., 2018). The user persona was selected to support
exploration of more-than-human actors in the community. The purpose of the user persona
in the workshop was not to imagine the answers for the user persona but rather to prompt
questions from participants about user research questions, sources, and methods. The user
persona was accordingly presented as four quadrants (Figure 2): Bio, Goals, Who, How. Bio
and Goals acted as the two containers for psychographic information about the user. Who
represented data sources for answering these questions, and How represented research
methods to obtain this data. The user journey map was selected to support exploration of
focal action situations, where users interacts and produce outcomes. The purpose of the
user journey map in the workshop was to begin identifying both the journey to be mapped
and the potential interactions/conflicts that should be explored in greater detail as focal action situations. The user journey map for the workshop was accordingly pared down to the
journey itself, which is often labelled as phases, steps, or stages on a user journey map (Figure 3). The word “user” was replaced with “member” for both tools to reflect the relationship between commons members.

Figure 2. Member persona template created for workshop.
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Figure 3. Member journey map template created for workshop.

4. User research workshop
The experiment described and analyzed in this paper is a workshop conducted for the General Conference for the International Association for the Study of the Commons (IASC) in October 2021 (Sacks & Galabo, 2021). This workshop was conducted both to prototype tools
before engaging the real community and to obtain feedback from commons scholars about
these tools. The total workshop duration was one hour, and 16 scholars from around the
world participated. The “unconference” (Budd et al., 2015) style of the IASC conference
meant that the workshop organizers did not know who would attend until the workshop
took place. Importantly, no preparation was required of participants. These workshop conditions are important to the experiment because a constant consideration in real community
engagement is minimizing time demands on community members.
The workshop consisted of three sets of exercises, that were completed in steps:
1. Human and nonhuman member map, three minutes per map (Figures 4 & 5);
2. Human persona and nonhuman persona, six minutes total per persona (Figures 6 & 7); and
3. Human journey, nonhuman journey, and interactions/conflicts between members, ten minutes total (Figure 8).
For all exercises, participants conducted the exercise first with humans then with nonhumans to move from familiar to unfamiliar territory.
Exercise 1 was completed in two steps. Participants were first asked to identify members of
this food commons. Participants were then asked to move sticky notes closer to the center
of the circle if they felt the member was critical to or most affected by the food commons.
For workshop timing, the facilitator selected the human member to be used in subsequent
exercises (“resident with lawn”) and selected two members in the center of the nonhuman
member map, “soil” (representing an ecosystem) and “pollinators” (representing a species),
for a vote. The majority of participants voted for pollinators, so pollinators became the nonhuman member for subsequent exercises.
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Figure 4. Mapping human members of the commons. Participants moved members they perceive to
be most affected by the commons to the center. These human members are classified as Actors in the SES framework.

Figure 5. Mapping nonhuman members of the commons. Participants moved members they perceive
to be most affected by the commons to the center. These members are classified as Resource Units in the SES framework, though future research asks how this framework
changes if we classify Resource Units as Actors.

Exercise 2 was completed in two steps for each persona. First, participants were instructed
to generate questions to answer in order to create a member persona and to place these
questions under either Bio or Goals. Second, participants were instructed to identify who
they would ask to answer these questions (Who) and what methods would be used to collect this information (How).
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Figure 6. Human persona (Resident with lawn).

Figure 7. Nonhuman persona (pollinators). The quadrants are the same as the human persona: Bio
(top left), Goals (top right), Who (bottom left), How (bottom right).

Exercise 3 was completed in five steps. Participants were first asked to identify start points
and end points for the human member and to place these ideas at either end of the journey
timeline (step 1). Participants were then asked to identify points along the way from the
start point to the end point (step 2). Participants then repeated this process for the nonhuman user (steps 3-4). Finally, participants were asked to identify points of interaction or conflict between the two members by moving these sticky notes to the center line labelled
“Conflict Points” (step 5).
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Figure 8 Human and nonhuman member journeys. The top section is the human member, the bottom section is the nonhuman member, and sticky notes on the line in the middle are interactions or conflicts between the two members.

5. Workshop results
The results of these exercises are briefly assessed in two ways to answer the research question: first, and principally, coding against the SES framework to assess how well these tools
provoked more-than-human thinking that supports a food commons; second, coding for
more-than-human thinking that also represents pluriversal thinking.

5.1 Coding workshop results against the SES framework
The results of the user research workshop were coded against the SES framework to qualify
how useful the tools were at supporting more-than-human thinking for a food commons.
How many of the SES variables did participants cover during the short workshop? How
should these tools be further adapted to support more-than-human thinking for a food commons?
The SES framework in Figure 1 shows first-tier variables. Below this first tier are 38 secondtier variables (Tables 1-5) that have been used to code workshop results. Coding results is a
subjective rather than positivist task. Variables remain subject to ongoing revision by scholars as they apply them with communities (Delgado-Serrano & Ramos, 2015; Cox, 2014). The
fast-paced nature of the workshop means there was no opportunity to probe what participants meant by their language, and some sticky notes have been assigned to multiple variables.
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In the following tables, workshop results have been coded against the SES framework variables to assess breadth. The results of the human persona (resident with lawn) were coded
against Actors (Table 1) and Resource Systems (Table 2). The results of the nonhuman persona (pollinators) were coded against Resource Units (Table 3). The results of the user journey map were coded against Interactions (Table 4) and Outcomes (Table 5).
These results are presented recognizing that a full critique is unreasonable within the scope
of this paper. However, the overall observation of these results is that workshop participants
generated ideas that addressed the majority of variables within a very short timeframe. The
ideas generated by participants were also relevant to the real community context, and in
many instances these ideas have been repeated by real community members in meetings so
far.
The principal learning outcome of this assessment addresses the ongoing adaptation of the
user persona, journey map, and other tools. Workshop participants were presented with a
blank persona and journey map and asked to generate questions. In future iterations,
prompting questions that address SES variables can be incorporated into these templates to
guide participants.
Table 1. Actors (A), taken from human persona (residents with lawns)
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Variable name

Sticky note

A1

Number of relevant
actors

--

A2

Socioeconomic attrib- What is your annual income?
utes
Income group?

A3

History or past experience

What kind previous of experience do you have
with agriculture and/or gardening?

A4

Location

--

A5

Leadership/
entrepreneurship

How much time do you have to be involved in
this?
Do you want to be very engaged, or minimal hassle?

A6

Norms/social capital

Would you like to grow food for yourself, for sale,
and/or to donate to a food shelf for those in
need?

A7

Knowledge of
SES/mental models

--
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A8

Importance of resource

Cares about the environment?

A9

Technologies available

--

Table 2. Resource Systems (RS), taken from human persona (residents with lawns)
Variable name

Sticky note

RS1 Sector (e.g. water,
forests)

[Lawns]

RS2 Clarity of system
boundaries

--

RS3 Size of resource system

Size of household and lawn?
What are the characteristics of your property?
(How big is your lawn)?

RS4 Human-constructed
facilities

--

RS5 Productivity of system

How much direct sun does your lawn receive?

RS6 Equilibrium properties

--

RS7 Predictability of system dynamics

--

RS8 Storage characteristics

--

RS9 Location

How much direct sun does your lawn receive?
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Table 3. Resource Units (RU), taken from nonhuman persona (pollinators)
Variable name

Sticky note

RU1

Resource unit mobility

Do you want to expand to new locations?
Under what conditions do you tend to move
out/on?

RU2

Growth or replacement rate

Under what conditions do you thrive?

RU3

Interaction among
resource units

Specific sub-species categories?
Are you a specialist or a generalist? (one-species
pollinated or many)

RU4

--

RU5

Number of units

Size of the colony?

RU6

Distinctive characteristics

What local plants do they prefer?
What kind of pollen is the sweetest?
How are you affected by agro toxics?
What are threats to pollinators?

RU7

Spatial and temporal distribution

Trends in pollinators?

Table 4. Interactions (I), taken from user journey map
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Variable name

Sticky note

I1

Harvesting

A hail storm destroys the harvest.

I2

Information sharing Lawn owner wants to plant pollens that the pollinators don't like.
Assesses whether they like the pollen available on
lawn.

I3

Deliberation processes

Gets angry and leaves the union of residents with
lawns.

I4

Conflicts

Someone is allergic to bees.
Threats form agriculture.
Food plants do not necessarily equal native plants
that pollinators need.

User research to design a more-than-human food commons

I5

Investment activities

Water lawn.
Seed bombs all the other lawns in neighborhood.

I6

Lobbying activities

Want to raise bees, but regulations forbid?

I7

Self-organizing activities

Experiment with new pollens.
Concern about waste.

I8

Networking activities

Concern about waste.
Neighbor surprised and concerned.

I9

Monitoring activities

Come in contact with insecticides.
Mow lawn.
Lawn gets pest.

I10

Evaluative activities

--

Table 5. Outcomes (O), taken from user journey map
Variable name

Sticky note

O1

Social performance
measures

Thriving garden.

O2

Ecological performance measures

Plenty of pollinators and flowers.

O3

Externalities to
other SESs

Come in contact with insecticides.

5.2 Coding the nonhuman user persona for pluriversal thinking
In addition to coding results for more-than-human thinking, the workshop results were also
coded for pluriversal thinking. By pluriversal thinking, this paper draws primarily on Escobar’s work, where the pluriverse means “a world where many worlds fit” (Escobar, 2018, p.
xvi). Pluriversal design’s emphasis on indigenous “cosmovisions” that “reflect a deeply relational understanding of life” (Escobar, 2015) extends more-than-human thinking. While
more-than-human thinking means reconceptualizing ontology, moving from “human exceptionalism” (Galloway, 2017, p. 475; Jain & Ardern, 2021) to human interdependence, pluriversal design means reconceptualizing epistemologies too. In other words, who does the
more-than-human thinking and whose knowledge counts?
The nonhuman member persona is the primary source for coding. Below is the list of participant ideas in the Who quadrant of the nonhuman member persona. Several participants
found the term “Who” confusing. One adaptation, used hereafter in this paper, is to rename
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this quadrant to “Source,” which also better expands the framing of this quadrant to nonhuman sources such as sensors.
1. Scientists/naturalists
2. Biologists
3. Local researchers studying the topic
4. Local environment department staff
5. Leader of the pollinators
6. Union of pollinators
7. Local communities (local stewards)
8. Gardeners
9. People with songs/stories about pollinators
This list has been sorted roughly moving from pluriversal thinking to OWW thinking. OWW
thinking, such as (1) biologists and (2) scientists, reflect Global North perspectives about who
holds legitimate knowledge about nonhuman nature. OWW answers were expected, both
for this workshop and from the real-world community, since both are taking place in the
Global North. Of equal interest for this assessment are the results that could be classified as
pluriversal ideas, i.e. sources of knowledge that represent different ontologies and epistemologies. Local communities (7), gardeners (8), and people with songs/stories (9) are all customary rather than scientific knowledge sources, and these sources are more likely to be
available to communities than scientists or researchers. Several participants explored the
theme of unions throughout the workshop exercises. A union of pollinators (6) or leader of
the pollinators (5) poses an institutioning question: In addition to the source of this information, what institutions should be created to speak and act for pollinators?
Responding to how we can listen to nature, the next list is participant ideas in the How quadrant of the nonhuman member persona, which could be renamed in the future to “Method.”
1. Create stories, skit, role play
2. Mediate, sit with nature
3. Talk to pollinators
4. Observe, look, listen, count
5. Interviews
6. Focus group to gain knowledge (fine-scale data)
7. Experiment with different garden types
8. Indicators
9. Talk to pollinator expert
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Sorting this list from OWW to pluriversal proved more challenging. Focus group (6), indicators (8), or talk to expert (9) use OWW language, but the method is open to interpretation. Who is in the focus group and what knowledge will be gained? Who is an expert? Indicators of what? The capacity to frame these methods in many ways suggests
that perhaps the Who/Source is more important to user research than How/Method.

5.3 Observations
This first experiment in the design of a more-than-human food commons yielded three
key observations.
The first observation, an unanticipated outcome of the experiment, was the breadth
and quality of responses generated within a one-hour workshop. Similar to the “rule of
five” for user experience testing (Neilsen, 2000), this experiment demonstrated that a
small community could generate key insights in a short timeframe. Community groups
usually have limited time together. The ability to generate adequate insights in a short
timeframe is valuable. Preparatory work with project leaders prior to wider community
engagement may also catalyze and improve the breadth and quality achieved in the
workshop.
The second observation is that these user research methods were enjoyable to participants. Numerous participants shared sentiments that described the process as “fun”
and “enjoyable.” While many participants felt that the tools “worked,” several participants questioned the balance between being “playful” versus “grounded in fact/science.” While design researchers understand that “serious games” (Abt, 1970) are both
desirable and viable, future work with communities may need to navigate this perception.
The third observation was the need to adapt these tools to incorporate the SES variables to guide community ideation. Many of the SES variables, such as “number of actors” (variable A1) or “human-constructed facilities” (variable RS4) are relevant questions that community members have discussed in meetings, but these variables may
not necessarily arise during a short workshop without prompting.

6. Conclusion
This paper explored how user research tools could be adapted to support the design of
a more-than-human food commons. The SES framework from the commons literature
was translated into two user research tools, the member persona and the member
journey map. The member persona supported more-than-human thinking about the Actors, Resource Systems, Resource Units, and Governance Systems of the SES framework. The member journey map supported more-than-human thinking about the Interactions and Outcomes of the Focal Action Situations of the SES framework. Participants
identified a majority of relevant variables from the SES framework within a short time
with minimal preparation, instruction, or guidance. Participants also generated ideas
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about sources of information that could be considered pluriversal. This experiment offers preliminary results showing that adaptation of user research tools could support a
generative turn in commoning. That is, these tools could support communities to engage with and address the SES framework variables to create a more-than-human commons.
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